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New 2D roughness parameters
with geometric and physical
meanings for rock joints and
their correlation with joint
roughness coefficient

Cheng He1, Huiming Tang1,2*, Kun Fang1 and Sixuan Sun1

1Faculty of Engineering, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, Hubei, China, 2Badong National
Observation and Research Station of Geohazards, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, China

Determining the joint roughness accurately will better serve the peak shear
strength estimation models of rock joints used for stability assessment of rock
masses. Considering the defects of the existing quantitative characterization
parameters for two-dimensional (2D) joint roughness, especially the lack of
explicit geometric and physical meaning, we proposed two new 2D roughness
parameters, θ2D and h2D. The former, θ2D, represents the average inclination
angle of all potential contact asperities over the entire joint profile, while
the latter, h2D, characterizes their average undulation height. Both parameters
are closely related to the shear strength of rock joints. Then, the roughness
parameters θ2D and h2D of 102 rock joint profiles digitized at 0.5 mm sampling
interval were calculated, and a new nonlinear regression equation for the
determination of the 2D joint roughness coefficient (JRC) was established by
combining the calculated results of the two roughness parameters. It was
verified that the proposed equation could give accurate JRC estimation values of
the 10 standard profiles of rock joints. Through the comparative analysis of the
experimental data collected from earlier studies for the peak shear strength of 73
rock joint samples and corresponding estimated values, the equationwas further
verified to be applicable and accurate for estimating the JRC values of rock joints.
Furthermore, we discussed the effects of shear direction and sampling interval
on roughness and further provided another equation that could be applied to
estimate the JRC values of joint profiles at the sampling interval of 1.0 mm.

KEYWORDS

rock joint, joint roughness coefficient (JRC), 2D roughness parameter, geometric and
physical meaning, peak shear strength

1 Introduction

Landslide hazards widely exist in nature (Wang et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2024a;
Zhang et al., 2024b). Among them, rock landslides have been the focus of landslide
research due to their extreme destructiveness. Engineering practices show that the
stability of rock masses is affected by many factors (Wu and Kulatilake, 2012;
Wen et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2024), especially the
existence of joints greatly weakens the mechanical properties and integrity of rock
masses (Jiang et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020; Barton et al., 2023). The
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shear strength of rock joints, as a main determinant for the stability
of rockmasses, has always been a research hotspot in rockmechanics
(Leichnitz, 1985; Jiang et al., 2006; Bahaaddini et al., 2013; Ban et al.,
2020a). Numerous studies have found that joint roughness plays
a crucial role in the shear strength of rock joints (Lee et al., 2001;
Tang et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2017; Song et al., 2023; An et al., 2024).
In 1973, a peak shear strength estimationmodel of rock joints which
intuitively reflected the significant influence of joint roughness on
peak shear strength was proposed by Barton (1973). In the model,
the joint roughness coefficient (JRC) was proposed for the first
time to define the joint roughness. This model is widely used in
engineering practice (Barton and Bandis, 1990; Barton et al., 2023)
and is expressed as:

τp = σn ⋅ tan[JRC ⋅ lg(
JCS
σn
)+ϕb] (1)

where τp is the peak shear strength, σn is the average normal stress
applied on a rock joint, ϕb is the basic friction angle of a rock
joint, JRC is the joint roughness coefficient, and JCS is the joint
wall compressive strength. To further facilitate the application of
JRC-JCS model (i.e., Eq. 1), based on direct shear tests on 136
rock joints, Barton and Choubey (1977) provided 10 standard joint
profiles with JRC values between 0 and 20 for visual comparison to
determine the JRC value of a target rock joint surface. This method
for estimating the JRC value was later recommended as a standard
method by the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM)
(Barton, 1978).

However, determination of JRC via visual comparison is highly
subjective (Lee et al., 1990; Li and Zhang, 2015; Yong et al., 2018a).
To overcome this flaw, Barton and Bandis (1990) proposed the
straight-edge method by measuring the maximum amplitude of the
joint to calculate the JRC. The method was established on the basis
of a large number of rock joint mechanics tests. Du et al. (1996)
elucidated the physical meaning of the straight-edge method and
further proposed an improved straight-edge method. In addition,
many scholars have developed new roughness parameters based on
morphological characteristic analysis of 10 standard joint profiles
and established corresponding regression equations to improve the
determination of JRC. Among these, roughness parameters such as
Z2 (root mean square of the first deviation of profile) (Myers, 1962;
Tse and Cruden, 1979; Yu and Vayssade, 1991; Yang et al., 2001;
Tatone and Grasselli, 2010; Li et al., 2017), SF (structure function
of profile) (Tse and Cruden, 1979; Yang et al., 2001; Li and Zhang,
2015), Rp (roughness profile index) (Maerz et al., 1990; Tatone
and Grasselli, 2010; Jang et al., 2014), and D (fractal dimension of
profile) (Lee et al., 1990; Xie and Pariseau, 1994; Jang et al., 2006;
Kulatilake et al., 2006; Bae et al., 2011; Ge et al., 2014; Li andHuang,
2015) have been widely used in both engineering practice and
academic research.

In rock joint direct shear tests, Grasselli (2001) found that the
shear direction and the normal stress level had direct impacts on
the distribution locations of real contact asperities. Considering
this, Tatone and Grasselli (2010) introduced a continuous function
to describe the cumulative distribution of inclination angles of
those joint line segments where contact may occur on a joint
profile and established the relationship between a new proposed
roughness parameter θ∗max/(C+ 1)2D and JRC. Additionally, the
research conducted by Hong et al. (2008) found that a roughness

parameter including at least two roughness feature components
can more accurately characterize the joint roughness. For example,
one roughness feature component reflects the amplitude of
joint asperities, and the other describes their inclination angles.
Thus, other scholars have further improved the determination of
JRC by proposing a comprehensive roughness index containing
several roughness feature components or by directly establishing
a relationship between these roughness feature components with
JRC (Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017;Wang et al., 2019; Ban et al.,
2021; Fathipour-Azar, 2021). For instance, Zhang et al. (2014)
proposed a new roughness index, λ, which could reflect the
average inclination angle and the average undulation height
characteristics of a joint profile, and established the nonlinear
regression equation between λ and JRC. Ban et al. (2021) proposed
two new roughness parameters to describe the local and global
roughness features of a joint profile and established their regression
relationship with JRC.

It should be clarified that the ultimate purpose of proposing
a more accurate JRC determination method is to better serve the
JRC-JCS shear strength estimation model. Therefore, roughness
parameters that have strong connections with the shear strength
of rock joints based on the shear failure mechanisms of rock
joints may further improve the determination of JRC. In addition,
roughness parameters have clear geometric and physical meanings,
which will make them easy to be understanded and applied. The
roughness parameters in the above improved JRC determination
methods can effectively describe the morphological characteristics
of two-dimensional (2D) joint profiles, but they also tend to have
the following defects. (1) Roughness parameters obtained through
morphological characteristic analysis of all joint line segments on a
joint profile cannot reflect the difference in roughness of the same
joint profile in two different shear directions, such as Z2. (2) A
single roughness feature component cannot reflect the roughness
of joint profiles comprehensively, such as θ∗max/(C+ 1)2D. (3) Most
of the roughness parameters represent only the morphological
characteristics of 2D joint profiles and do not closely integrate
the rock joint shear failure mechanisms, resulting in no clear
geometric and physical meaning for these roughness parameters,
such as λ.

To overcome the defects mentioned above of the existing
quantitative characterization parameters for 2D joint roughness,
we propose two new 2D roughness parameters: θ2D (the average
inclination angle) and h2D (the average undulation height). Then,
three function models are used to characterize the relationship
between the new roughness parameters of 102 rock joint profiles,
digitized at 0.5 mm sampling interval, and JRC, and a new
nonlinear regression equation for the determination of JRC is finally
established. It is verified that the equation can be used to accurately
estimate the JRC values of the 10 standard rock joint profiles. The
applicability and accuracy of the equation for JRC values estimation
of rock joints is further verified by a comparative analysis of
experimental data and corresponding estimated values of peak shear
strength for 73 rock joint samples collected from earlier studies.
Moreover, we discuss the effects of shear direction and sampling
interval on roughness and further provide another equation that
can be applied to estimate the JRC values of joint profiles at 1.0 mm
sampling interval.
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FIGURE 1
Sketch of the construction process of the asperities on the joint profile.

2 New proposed roughness
parameters

2.1 Construction of asperities with clear
geometrical meanings on the joint profile

Most of the existing 2D roughness parameters reflect only the
morphological characteristics of 2D joint profiles and lack clear
geometric meaning. To overcome this shortcoming, we construct
asperities on rock joint profiles by the following process and give
them clear geometric meaning.

(1) Extracting the joint profile at a certain sampling interval (Is)
from the surface of a rock joint, as shown in Figure 1A. That
is, the joint profile is formed by connecting a series of equally
spaced discrete points.

(2) Rebuilding and adjusting the joint profile (discrete points) in
the XY coordinate system, as shown in Figure 1B. First, we
plot the joint profile scatter plot in the XY coordinate system.
Then, we adjust the joint profile by translation along the y-
axis to make the x-axis pass through the lowest point of the
joint profile.

(3) Building asperities on the adjusted joint profile and defining
the inclination angle and amplitude height of an asperity, as
shown in Figure 1C. We define the line segment formed by
any two adjacent discrete points as the joint line segment.
The region between the joint line segment and the x-axis is
defined as the asperity. Thus, all joint line segments on the
joint profile are identified and further used to build asperities.
Furthermore, we define the acute angle between the joint
line segment of the asperity and the horizontal line as the
inclination angle of the asperity and the distance from the
centre point of the joint line segment of the asperity to the
x-axis as the amplitude height of the asperity.

Through the above process, the constructed asperities have clear
geometric meaning. Thus, establishing new roughness parameters
based on the joint profile containing various asperities will have clear
geometric meaning.

2.2 New proposed average inclination
angle parameter θ2D

Studying the influence of the morphological characteristics
of joint surfaces on the shear mechanical behaviours of rock
joints is necessary to obtain reasonable roughness quantitative
characterization parameters. For the coarse and unfilled coupled
joints, Grasselli (2001) indicated that in shear tests, only those
zones facing the shear direction (i.e., where the quantity product
of the unit outer normal vector and the shear direction unit
vector is less than 0) could come into contact, while the others
were detached gradually. Then, Grasselli et al. (2002) proposed the
concept of potential contact zones to characterize those zones
where contact may occur during shearing. This phenomenon that
the resistance to shear can be provided only by the potential
contact zones was also confirmed by the direct shear tests of
several researchers (Zhang et al., 2016; Ban et al., 2020b).Therefore,
taking the potential contact zones that control the shear mechanical
behaviours of rock joints as major research objects has an
experimental basis.

To further develop the new 2D roughness quantitative
characterization parameters with clear physical and mechanical
meanings, the extracted joint profile shown in Figure 1A
is further treated as follows: (1) stretching the joint profile
a certain thickness d along the direction perpendicular to
the extension and fluctuation directions of the joint profile
to form a joint surface, as shown in Figure 2A; and (2)
constructing the rock joint shear mechanics analysis model shown
in Figure 2B.

Grasselli et al. (2002) suggested that real contact is located only
in the steepest part of all potential contact zones. That is, under
normal and shear loads, all normal forces will act on the joint
planes in real contact due to the climbing effect of the upper joint.
In the model shown in Figure 2B, frictional sliding and shear-off
are two possible failure modes of real contact asperities (i.e., those
asperities whose joint planes are in contact during the shear test)
with varying inclination angles, such as asperities i and j.Thus, based
on the equilibrium conditions of the forces on asperity i, as shown
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FIGURE 2
Sketch of the construction process of the rock joint shear mechanics analysis model and the force states of asperities on the rock joint. (A) stretching
the joint profile to form a joint surface, (B) constructing the shear mechanics analysis model of the rock joint, (C) force states of asperity i in the
frictional sliding failure mode, (D) force states of asperity j in the shear-off failure mode.

in Figure 2C, the following two equations are easily obtained:

NJ
i = Ti ⋅ sin θi +Ni ⋅ cos θi (2)

TJ
i = Ti ⋅ cos θi −Ni ⋅ sin θi (3)

where N J
i and T J

i are the local normal force and local shear
force acting on the joint plane of asperity i, respectively, Ni
and Ti are the local normal force and local shear resistance
acting on asperity i, respectively, and θi is the angle between
the joint plane of asperity i and the horizontal plane, i.e., the
inclination angle.

Similarly, the local forces acting on the joint plane of asperity i
also satisfy the equilibrium condition:

TJ
i = N

J
i ⋅ tan ϕb (4)

Combining formulas 2–4, the following equation can be further
obtained:

Ti = Ni ⋅ tan(ϕb + θi) (5)

However, the local normal force Nj acting on asperity j exceeds
the transition normal force NT, that is, the work required for the
frictional sliding failure of this asperity exceeds thework required for
the shear-off failure. The asperity j will experience shear-off failure
(as shown in Figure 2D). At this time, the forces on asperity j satisfy

Mohr‒Coulomb theory:

Tj = Nj ⋅ tan (ϕ) +C ⋅ Is ⋅ d0 (6)

NT =
C ⋅ Is ⋅ d0

tan(ϕb + θj) − tan ϕ
(7)

where Tj is the local shear resistance acting on asperity j, ϕ and C
are the internal friction angle and internal cohesion of the rock joint
wall, respectively, θj is the inclination angle of asperity j, and d0 is the
width of the rectangular joint plane of asperity, which can be taken
as a constant.

Eq. 7 shows that the normal force corresponding to the
transition of the failure mode of the asperity with a higher
inclination angle is smaller.Therefore, when the normal load applied
to the rock joint increases, more asperities will experience shear-off
failure because of the local normal forces increasing and exceeding
the respective transition normal forces.

For the rock joint, the local shear resistance of every real
contact asperity can be calculated using formula 5 or 6 to calculate
the shear strength of the rock joint. However, only Eq. 5 can
reflect the influence of the morphological characteristics of varying
asperities (i.e., their inclination angles) on the local shear resistance.
Therefore, to adequately reflect the influence of the morphological
characteristics of the joint surface on the shear resistance of the
rock joint, this study assumes that the normal load applied to
the rock joint is low (Barton and Choubey, 1977; Kulatilake et al.,
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FIGURE 3
Sketch of the sliding failure mechanism of the rock joint.

2006; Cai et al., 2017). That is, in this condition, most real contact
asperities experience frictional sliding failure. To further simplify
the problem, all real contact asperities are assumed to experience
frictional sliding failure. When contact occurs through surface
roughness, the joint slips on the contact zones and forms angle
α with the shear plane of the joint (see Figure 3). This is also
the first failure mechanism (slippage) of rock joints proposed by
Serrano et al. (2014).

If these arguments mentioned above are extended to the m
contacts in n potential contact joint planes between the joint surfaces
and a uniform distribution of force per unit of surface is assumed
(Serrano et al., 2014), the following relationships are obtained:

T = τ ⋅ L ⋅ d =∑i=m
i=1

Ti (8)

N = σn ⋅ L ⋅ d =∑
i=m
i=1

Ni (9)

Ni =
N ⋅ Is ⋅ d0
∑i=m

i=1
Is ⋅ d0
= N
m

(10)

where T and N are the shear load and normal load applied to the
rock joint, respectively, τ is the average shear stress applied to the
rock joint, and L and d are the sizes of the nominal section of the
rock joint.

Thus, the joint shear strength governing lawmay be obtained by
combining formulas 5, 8–10.

τ = 1
m
∑i=m

i=1
[σn ⋅ tan(ϕb + θi)] (11)

Combining Figure 4 and Eq. 11, we find that parameters
θi (i = 1,2,⋯,n) can not only reflect geometric information of the
potential contact asperities on the joint profile but also some
of them (parameters obtained from those real contact asperities)
have a direct mechanical relationship with the shear strength of
the rock joint. Thus, the 2D roughness characterization parameter
established by parameters θi (i = 1,2,⋯,n) obtained from the

potential contact asperities on the joint profile may better serve
the shear strength estimation criterion. In addition, the greater
contributions of higher inclination angles of joint line segments of
potential contact asperities to roughness should be considered when
establishing the roughness characterization parameter.

On the other hand, Yang and Chiang (2000) proved that the
higher angle zones on the joint surface mainly controlled the
mechanical behaviour. Considering this, we use the operator of root
mean square to highlight the greater effects of steeper asperities on
the rock joint shear strength instead of the arithmetic average when
establishing the roughness characterization parameter based on all
potential contact asperities on the joint profile.

Thus, a new average inclination angle parameter θ2D with clear
geometric and physical meaning, based on a 2D rock joint profile
containing n potential contact asperities (i.e., satisfying the relation
of θi > 0 when the shear direction is taken as the positive direction),
for quantitative characterization of 2D joint roughness is proposed.

θ2D = √
1
n
∑i=n

i=1
[(θi)

2] (12)

2.3 Quantization parameter h2D for
average undulation height

Many studies found that those roughness parameters related
only to the inclination angle could hardly reflect all the roughness
information of rock joint profiles (Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 5A, when the horizontal
projected length and inclination angle of the joint profile remain
constant, the joint profile becomes flatter with the decrease in
the average undulation height (i.e., h1 > h2 > h3 > h4). Thus, the
influence of the average undulation height on the roughness of the
joint profile should not be ignored.

Barton and Bandis (1990) used the ratio of the maximum
amplitude height hmax to the horizontal projected length of the
joint profile to characterize the undulation height characteristics of
the joint profile (details in JRC straight-edge method). Considering
that the maximum amplitude cannot fully represent the undulation
height characteristics of the roughness profile, Zhang et al. (2014)
proposed the average height parameter have based on the mean
line of a 2D joint profile. The mean line is a horizontal line that
minimizes the area value of the region enclosed by it and the joint
profile. However, the definition of the asperity in the calculation
process of parameter have has no clear geometric meaning (shown
in Figure 6, M is the number of joint line segments). Moreover, it
may be more reasonable to take the potential contact asperities on
the joint profile rather than all asperities as calculation objects of the
average undulation height parameter.

Similarly, to propose the roughness parameter to characterize
the average undulation height with clear physical meaning,
understanding the influence of asperities with different amplitude
heights on the rock joint shear strength is needed. Du et al. (1996)
expounded the physical meaning of the JRC straight-edge method
based on the mechanism study of the mechanical effect of the
climbing angle. An indication can be obtained from their study that
those asperities with larger amplitude heights can provide most of
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FIGURE 4
Geometric information of the potential contact asperities on the joint profile.

FIGURE 5
Influence of the undulation height on roughness (A) and shear strength (B) of rock joints.

the shear resistance for a rock joint during shearing (see Figure 5B).
Therefore, when establishing the undulation height parameter, it is a
reasonable idea to take the root-mean-square operator to highlight
the greater contributions of larger amplitude heights of asperities
to roughness.

Figure 7 shows the calculation process for the amplitude height
of potential contact asperity i on the joint profile. We further
calculate the amplitude height of each potential contact asperity on
the joint profile and take the root-mean-square amplitude height
Eq. 13 as the average undulation height. Thus, a new parameter h2D
independent of θ2D is used to quantify the average undulation height
characteristics of the joint profile:

h2D = √
1
n
∑i=n

i=1
[(yci )

2] (13)

where the y-axis is the fluctuation direction of the joint profile, n is
the number of potential contact asperities, and yci is the amplitude
height of asperity i.

3 Estimation of JRC

As described in Section 1, the JRC value obtained by comparing
an actual joint profile to 10 standard joint profiles with JRC values
ranging from 0 to 20 is subjective. Meanwhile, Li and Zhang (2015)
found that since the dataset used by previous researchers was
small (i.e., 10 standard joint profiles), the JRC value of a target
joint profile may be incorrectly estimated using the equations they
published. Therefore, modifying the JRC-JCS model by developing
a new quantitative estimation method of JRC using a larger sample
population is necessary.

3.1 Collection and digitization of joint
profiles

In this study, a sample population composed of 112 joint profiles
(including 10 standard joint profiles) studied by Li and Zhang (2015)
is used to establish the relationship between the new roughness
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FIGURE 6
Sketch of the definition of an asperity and calculation process of the
average height parameter have.

FIGURE 7
Sketch of calculation process for the amplitude height of the potential
contact asperity i.

parameters proposed in Section 2 and the JRC. They also provided
the coordinates of points with a sampling interval of 0.4 mm on
each profile, and the JRC value of each profile was determined by
back-calculation of the rock joint direct shear test using the JRC-
JCS model. These rock joint profiles come from a wide variety of
rock types, such as sandstone and limestone, and range from 72 to
119.6 mm in horizontal projected length.

Studies have shown that the calculation and analysis of joint
profile morphological characteristics are directly affected by the
sampling interval (Jang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019). Thus, to
verify the accuracy of different methods for JRC estimation of the

same joint profile obtained at a particular sampling interval, only
those established on the digitized results of joint profiles with the
same sampling interval should be considered. Bearing in mind that
most of the previously published JRC estimation methods were
established on the digitized results of joint profiles with a sampling
interval of 0.5 mm (Yu and Vayssade, 1991; Yang et al., 2001; Tatone
and Grasselli, 2010; Jang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Yong et al.,
2018b; Zhao et al., 2018; Ban et al., 2021), 112 digitized joint profiles
are resampled at 0.5 mm sampling interval using linear interpolation
in this study.

3.2 Reliability verification of digitized
results

The results of digitized joint profiles used as the sample
population directly affect the accuracy of JRC estimation values
(Jang et al., 2014). Therefore, a reliability analysis of resampled
digitized results should be conducted. Here, the resampled digitized
results of the 10 standard joint profiles are selected for analysis.

The root mean square parameter closely related to the JRC, Z2 in
Eq. 14, is calculated to verify the reliability of the digitized results:

Z2 = √
1
L
∑i=M

i=1

(yi+1 − yi)
2

xi+1 − xi
(14)

whereM is the number of joint line segments, and xi and yi are the
coordinates of the discrete point.

We compare the Z2 calculated for each standard profile with
the data collected from previous studies (Tse and Cruden, 1979;
Yu and Vayssade, 1991; Yang et al., 2001; Tatone, 2009; Jang et al.,
2014; Sun et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017). However, it should be noted
that all collected data used for comparison must be at the same
sampling interval of 0.5 mm because of the sampling interval effect
of Z2 (Yu and Vayssade, 1991). The results calculated in this study
are consistent with those of previous studies, as shown in Figure 8.

3.3 Relationship between the proposed
roughness parameters and the JRC

Themore accurate the values of JRC estimated using roughness
parameters are, the better the estimation of the shear strength of
rock joints. For this purpose, the functional relation between new
roughness parameters and JRC should be established. According to
formulas 12, 13, the roughness parameters of these 112 joint profiles
have been calculated, and the results for the 10 standard joint profiles
among them are shown in Table 1.

The calculated results in Table 1 show that both the average
inclination angle (θ2D) and the average undulation height (h2D)
are generally positively correlated with the JRC. Previous studies
(Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019; Ban et al.,
2021) have also pointed out that there are positive correlations
between the quantization parameters of inclination angle and
undulation height and the JRC. Additionally, for a flat rock joint, the
values of its average undulation height and average inclination angle
are obviously 0, so its JRC value should also be 0. That is, when the
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FIGURE 8
Comparison of Z2 calculated in this study with (A) the data collected from previous studies and (B) their average value.

TABLE 1 Calculation results of 2D roughness parameters for 10 standard
joint profiles.

No. Joint
profile

Actual
JRC

value (-)

θ2D (°) h2D
(mm)

1 0–2 0.4 3.5743 0.3647

2 2–4 2.8 8.3867 1.2357

3 4–6 5.8 7.9885 0.8762

4 6–8 6.7 10.6989 1.1786

5 8–10 9.5 11.2719 2.1562

6 10–12 10.8 11.0390 3.1774

7 12–14 12.8 13.9875 3.4979

8 14–16 14.5 14.4905 4.0144

9 16–18 16.7 15.8986 3.3472

10 18–20 18.7 21.2054 2.5770

roughness parameters values in the JRC estimation equation are 0,
the JRC estimation value should be 0.

Based on these findings and two functional relations between
roughness parameters and JRC developed in earlier studies
(Liu et al., 2017; Ban et al., 2021), three function models (including
two modified models and a new proposed model) are applied
to fit the relationship between the variables in this study (details
are shown in Table 2). A total of 102 profiles were selected from
these 112 joint profiles to determine the fitting parameters in
these function models. Table 2 indicates that the new function
model proposed in this study can better characterize the functional

relationship between the new roughness parameters and JRC. Thus,
the JRC value of a target rock joint profile is suggested to be estimated
by the nonlinear regression equation as following:

JRCsuggested = 31.82×[1−
1

1+ (θ2D)1.01 ⋅ (h2D)0.44/37.23
] (15)

To visualize the fitting effect of the new proposed model, a 2D
roughness index, P, is introduced as:

P = (θ2D)b ⋅ (h2D)c (16)

Figure 9 shows the correlations between P and JRC at sampling
intervals of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm. Fitting parameters b and c in
Eq. 16 can be determined by Model 3 in Table 2. In addition,
the data points of the remaining 10 joint profiles suggested as
standard profiles by Barton and Choubey (1977) are also plotted in
Figure 9A as a comparison (Zhang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019) to
further verify the accuracy of Eq. 15 for JRC estimation. Figure 9A
shows that the region formed by the predicted boundaries at 90%
covers the majority of their data points. Hence, Eq. 15 can be
used to accurately estimate the JRC values of the 10 standard rock
joint profiles.

4 Application and comparative
analysis

To further verify the applicability and accuracy of the new
proposed JRC estimation equation, a comparison of the shear test
results of 73 rock joint samples, including 10 rock joint samples with
real three-dimensional (3D) joint surfaces and 63 rock joint samples
with triangular asperities collected from earlier studies (Xia et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018;Wu et al., 2018),
and corresponding estimated values obtained by different peak
shear strength estimation models is performed. Additionally, the
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TABLE 2 Summary of the three functional relations between the new roughness parameters and the JRC of 102 joint profiles.

No. Function model Fitting parameter (-) Goodness of fit: R-square (-)

a b c d

1 a ⋅ (θ2D)b ⋅ (h2D)c 2.01 0.54 0.30 — 0.896

2 a ⋅ (θ2D)b + c ⋅ (h2D)d 0.37 1.04 2.90 0.64 0.897

3 a ⋅ [1− 1
1+(θ2D)b⋅(h2D)c/d

] 31.82 1.01 0.44 37.23 0.909

Models 1 and 2 are the function models modified after Liu et al. (2017) and Ban et al. (2021), respectively. Model 3 is a new function model proposed in this study, and - indicates the value is
not available.

FIGURE 9
Correlations of P with JRC at sampling intervals of 0.5 mm (A) and 1.0 mm (B).

quantitative indices, estimation error δ and average estimation error
δave, are introduced as:

δ = |
τmeasured − τestimated

τmeasured
| (17)

δave =
1
k
∑l=k

l=1
δl (18)

where τmeasured is the measured peak shear strength, τestimated is the
peak shear strength calculated using varying estimationmodels, and
k is the number of rock joints.

4.1 Verification analysis for rock joints with
real 3D joint surfaces

In this section, the results of direct shear tests on a total
of 10 tensile joint replicas with two different types of real
3D surface morphologies under different constant normal load
conditions collected from the studies of Xia et al. (2014) and
Liu et al. (2017) are used. Eight peak shear strength estimation
models, named Barton Models 1 to 6, Liu’s model and Tatone’s
model, are introduced for comparative validation. Table 3 shows
the mechanical properties of the materials used for the rock joint

replicas. The two joint surface morphologies were represented
by nine and fourteen joint profiles parallel to the chosen shear
direction in their studies, respectively. We used GetData software
to acquire the coordinate data of each joint profile at 0.5 mm
sampling interval.

The JRC in Barton Models 1 to 6 are determined by Eq. 15,
the visual comparison method (Barton and Choubey, 1977), the
root mean square method (Z2) (Yang et al., 2001), the fractal
dimensionmethod (D) (Sanei et al., 2015), the roughness parameter
method (θ∗max/(C+ 1)2D) (Tatone and Grasselli, 2010), and the
method proposed by Ban et al. (2021), respectively. Liu’s model
proposed by Liu et al. (2017) is an improved JRC-JCSmodel, and the
corresponding JRC estimation method was provided in their study.
Furthermore, Tatone’s model (Tatone et al., 2010) was established
based on 3D roughness parameters of rock joints. To visualize the
comparison results, a bar chart (see Figure 10) of the estimation
errors calculated by Eqs 17 and 18 is further plotted. Compared
with the peak shear strength estimated results from the seven other
models, the maximum estimation error and the average estimation
error of Barton Model 1 are the smallest, i.e., 0.1324 and 0.0493,
respectively. This is an indication that Eq. 15 can give relatively
more accurate JRC estimation values for rock joints with real 3D
joint surfaces.
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TABLE 3 Characteristics of the materials used for the physical modelling of joint specimens.

References Rock joint type Material no. σt (MPa) σc (MPa) E (GPa) υ (-) ϕb (°)

Xia et al. (2014)
Rock joint with 3D joint surface

I 1.54 27.5 6.1 0.16 35

Liu et al. (2017) II 0.92 22 15 0.24 31

Li et al. (2016)

Rock joint with triangular asperities

III 2.4 46.3 14.9 0.20 42

Liu et al. (2018) IV 1.37 21.3 8 0.23 30

Wu et al. (2018) V — 11.2 4.5 — 26

σt and σc are the tensile strength and the uniaxial compressive strength of the material, respectively, E and υ are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material, respectively,
and - indicates the value is not available.

FIGURE 10
Estimation errors of peak shear strength for rock joints with real 3D joint surfaces by eight models.

4.2 Verification analysis for rock joints with
triangular asperities

Rock joints with triangular asperities are usually used for
direct shear tests to obtain a better understanding of the shear
mechanical behaviour of rock joints with real 3D joint surfaces
(Ghazvinian et al., 2010). Li et al. (2016), Liu et al. (2018) and
Wu et al. (2018) performed direct shear tests on a series of artificial
joint specimens with triangular asperities under different normal
stresses. In their tests, the mechanical properties of the casting
materials of joint samples (i.e., material No. Ⅲ to Ⅴ) are shown in
Table 3.

It should be noted that the JRC estimation methods adopted
in Barton Model 5, Barton Model 6 and Liu’s model cannot be
used to estimate the JRC values of this type of rock joint. For

example, the roughness parameter, θ∗max/(C+ 1)2D, proposed by
Tatone et al. (2010) is based on the cumulative distribution of the
inclination angles of all potential contact line segments on a profile.
A continuous function was proposed in their study to describe the
cumulative distribution:

Lθ∗ = L0(
θ∗max − θ∗

θ∗max
)
C

(19)

where L0 is the normalized length of the joint profile consisting of
all potential contact line segments (i.e., the ratio of the joint profile
consisting of all potential contact line segments to the total length
of joint profile), Lθ∗ is the normalized length of the joint profile
consisting of those potential contact line segments with inclination
angle of > θ∗ (i.e., the ratio of the joint profile consisting of those
potential contact line segments with inclination angle of > θ∗ to the
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FIGURE 11
Lθ∗ versus θ

∗ for a regular triangular joint profile used in the research
by Liu et al. (2018).

total length of joint profile), θ∗ is the angular threshold, θ∗max is the
maximumvalue among the inclination angles of all potential contact
line segments, and C is the fitting parameter, which reflects the
distribution characteristics of inclination angles of potential contact
line segments.

However, the cumulative distribution of the inclination angles
of the potential contact line segments on a triangular joint profile,
such as a rock joint with regular triangular asperities used in the
research by Liu et al. (2018) is piecewise and cannot be described by
a continuous function (see Figure 11).That is, Eq. 19 cannot be used
to fit the curve shown in Figure 11. Furthermore, Table 4 shows the
results of estimated peak shear strength obtained by the threemodels
mentioned above and Tatone’s model for the rock joint shown in
Figure 11 under a normal stress of 0.5 MPa. The results show that it
is a wrong viewpoint of using C = 0 to represent a regular triangular
joint profile or a regular triangular joint surface. Moreover, the JRC
value in Liu’s model is not even available. Obviously, these models

are not applicable for estimating the peak shear strength of rock
joints with triangular asperities.

Thus, Barton Model 1 and Barton Model 3 selected from
Section 4.1 are used to estimate the peak shear strength of
rock joints with triangular asperities. In addition, Barton Model
7 is further introduced for comparative analysis. The fractal
dimension method proposed by Xie and Pariseau (1994), which
is commonly used to estimate the JRC values of rock joints with
triangular asperities (Indraratna et al., 1998; Ghazvinian et al., 2010;
Mirzaghorbanali et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018), is used to determine
the JRC in BartonModel 7. Corresponding estimated values of peak
shear strength for 63 rock joint samples with triangular asperities by
these three estimationmodels are obtained.Then, a box diagram (see
Figure 12) is further plotted for the statistical analysis of estimation
errors. According to Figure 12, the box diagram for Barton Model 1
is flatter and positioned lower, indicating that the estimation errors
of this model are more concentrated and closer to 0. Furthermore,
the average estimation error and the estimation error of abnormal
data (represented by blue rhombuses) of Barton Model 1 are lower
than those of other models, which implies that the estimated results
of Barton Model 1 are more accurate. Thus, Eq. 15 can also be
used for accurate estimation of the roughness of rock joints with
triangular asperities.

5 Discussion

5.1 Shear direction influence on roughness

Studies have shown that rock joint roughness has anisotropy, i.e.,
the JRC varies with the shear direction (Tatone and Grasselli, 2010;
Zhang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019). Thus, reasonable quantitative
characterization parameters of 2D roughness should reflect the
difference in roughness in different shear directions. The 10
standard joint profiles with a sampling interval of 0.5 mm are taken
as examples to investigate whether the JRC estimation method
proposed in this study can reflect the anisotropy of joint roughness.
As shown in Table 5, the values of θ2D, h2D and JRCsuggested of each
standard joint profile are calculated via forward direction analysis
and reverse direction analysis. Forward and reverse directions

TABLE 4 Summary of estimated peak shear strengths for a rock joint with regular triangular asperities and related parameters.

Estimation
model

Normal stress
(MPa)

Estimation value of JRC (-) τmeasured
(MPa)

τestimated
(MPa)

Barton Model 5 0.5 48.7543 1.1549 −1.4166

Barton Model 6 0.5 52.0639 1.1549 −1.0804

Liu’s model 0.5 — 1.1549 —

Estimation
model

Normal stress
(MPa)

3D roughness parameters τmeasured
(MPa)

τestimated
(MPa)

Tatone’s model 0.5
A0 (-) C (-) θ∗max (°)

1.1549 −0.5249
0.5 0 45

A0 is the normalized area of the joint surface consisting of all potential contact zones (i.e., the ratio of the joint surface consisting of all potential contact zones to the total zones of joint
surface), and - indicates the value is not available.
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FIGURE 12
Estimation errors of peak shear strength for rock joints with triangular asperities by three models.

TABLE 5 Summary of θ2D, h2D and JRCsuggested values for the 10 standard joint profiles.

Joint
profile

Actual JRC
value

Forward direction (from left to right) Reverse direction (from right to left)

θ2D (°) h2D (mm) JRCsuggested
(-)

θ2D (°) h2D (mm) JRCsuggested
(-)

0–2 0.4 3.5743 0.3647 1.8685 2.9133 0.3669 1.5406

2–4 2.8 8.3867 1.2357 6.4162 7.1251 1.2357 5.6140

4–6 5.8 7.9885 0.8762 5.4506 6.8335 0.8717 4.7654

6–8 6.7 10.6989 1.1786 7.6467 11.0812 1.1397 7.7676

8–10 9.5 11.2719 2.1562 9.6451 9.5831 2.3993 8.8777

10–12 10.8 11.0390 3.1774 10.6786 10.9990 3.4196 10.8828

12–14 12.8 13.9875 3.4979 12.7574 12.0055 3.7118 11.7911

14–16 14.5 14.4905 4.0144 13.4997 14.8287 4.0995 13.7532

16–18 16.7 15.8986 3.3472 13.6063 15.9926 3.2459 13.5473

18–20 18.7 21.2054 2.5770 14.9898 18.9956 2.5512 14.0776

represent the analysis direction from left to right and from right to
left with respect to each standard joint profile, respectively.

The difference in the values of JRCsuggested for the same joint
profile indicates that parameters θ2D and h2D can reflect the

directional characteristics of the JRC. The fundamental reason is
that the roughness parameters proposed in this paper are established
by the potential contact parts on a joint profile, which are directly
related to the shear direction. Thus, the analysis direction of the
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FIGURE 13
Sampling interval effect on 2D roughness of rock joints. (A) the digitized standard joint profile whose JRC value is 12.8 at four different sampling
intervals, the parameters Z2 (B), θ2D (C), and h2D (D) for the four standard joint profiles sampled at intervals ranging from 0.5 mm to 10 mm.

rock joint roughness should be consistent with the shear direction of
direct shear tests considering the important effect of shear direction
on the JRC.

5.2 Sampling interval effect of roughness

The surfaces of natural rock joints are continuous. However,
the digitized joint profiles extracted from a rock joint surface can
only be obtained when a certain sampling interval is applied. The
morphologies of digitized joint profiles extracted from the same
location on a rock joint surface at different sampling intervals are
apparently different, which will lead to the difference in roughness
estimation. Thus, four of the ten standard joint profiles (the actual
JRC values of the four profiles are 0.4, 6.7, 12.8, and 18.7) are selected
to study the sampling interval effect of roughness.

Figure 13A shows four different morphologies of the same
standard joint profile whose JRC value is 12.8 at four different

sampling intervals (i.e., 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 4.0 mm and 10.0 mm).
According to Figure 13A, some features on the profile with a base
length less than a certain interval have been lost with increasing
sampling interval, leading to smoothing of the joint profile. The
parameters Z2, θ2D and h2D for the four joint profiles sampled
at intervals ranging from 0.5 mm to 10 mm are calculated to
further quantitatively study the sampling interval effect.The analysis
direction of each standard profile is from left to right. Figures 13B, C
intuitively show the general decrease in parameters Z2 and θ2D with
increasing sampling interval, respectively. However, as the sampling
interval increases, the parameter h2D remains almost constant, as
shown in Figure 13D. The reasons for these phenomena shown
in Figures 13B–D are that: (1) the features on a joint profile with
a small base length generally have greater inclination angles but
lower amplitude heights. (2) when a joint profile is digitized with a
larger sampling interval, more roughness features with base lengths
smaller than the sampling interval will be lost. Therefore, the
larger the sampling interval, the less or even no information can
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be acquired from those high-inclination-angle or low-amplitude-
height roughness features.

The rock joint profiles at the laboratory scale (approximately
100 mm) have been digitized at sampling intervals of 0.25 mm (Yu
and Vayssade, 1991), 0.4 mm (Li and Zhang, 2015; Wang et al.,
2019), 0.5 mm (Yu and Vayssade, 1991; Yang et al., 2001; Tatone
and Grasselli, 2010; Liu et al., 2017; Ban et al., 2021), 1.0 mm (Yu
and Vayssade, 1991; Tatone and Grasselli, 2010) and 1.27 mm
(Tse and Cruden, 1979) by previous researchers to characterize
their roughness. Figure 13 also indicates that when the sampling
interval adopted is greater than 1.5 mm, a significant portion
of the roughness information (especially the inclination angle
information) of these joint profiles have been lost. Hence, when
digitizing laboratory-scale joint profiles, a sampling interval of
less than 1.5 mm is recommended to obtain adequate roughness
information. We further use function Model 3 mentioned
in Section 3.3 to fit the relationship between the roughness
parameters θ2D and h2D at 1.0 mm sampling interval and the JRC
(see Figure 9B). From Figure 9, we know that the relationships
between roughness parameters and JRC vary considerably for
different sampling intervals. This phenomenon has also been
observed by previous researchers (Yu and Vayssade, 1991;
Tatone and Grasselli, 2010; Wang et al., 2019). Accordingly, when
using relationships between roughness parameters and JRC, we
should focus attention on the sampling intervals to which those
relationships apply.

5.3 Advantages and limitations

The innovation of this paper is to propose two parameters
with clear geometric and physical meanings to characterize the 2D
roughness of rock joints. One represents the average inclination
angle of all the potential asperities on the whole joint profile, and
the other describes their average undulation height. Both parameters
are easily obtained and closely related to the shear strength of rock
joints. The roughness information of rock joint profiles can be more
fully reflected by combining these two parameters. Additionally, it
is significant that the new proposed nonlinear regression equation
of these two parameters with JRC can accurately estimate the JRC
values for realistic and triangular joint surfaces. The improved JRC
estimation equation further facilitates the application of the JRC-JCS
model in practice.

The limitation is that only the peak shear strength of laboratory-
scale rock joints under perfectly matched conditions can be
estimated by themodifiedmodel proposed in this paper (i.e., Barton
Model 1). However, the joint scale and the joint matching degree
significantly affect the peak shear strength of rock joints (Zhao, 1997;
Johansson, 2016; Ríos-Bayona et al., 2021).Therefore, investigations
on the estimation models for the peak shear strength of rock
joints on the site scale when considering the joint matching degree
are urgent.

6 Conclusion

Determining the accurate JRC is critical when using the JRC-JCS
model to estimate the peak shear strength of rock joints. Thus, this

paper focused on the quantitative characterization parameters for
2D roughness of rock joints and their correlation with JRC. Several
key conclusions can be drawn as follows.

(1) Two new roughness parameters with clear geometric and
physical meaning for 2D rock joint profiles have been
proposed. One of them can reflect the average inclination angle
characteristic of a joint profile, and the other can characterize
its average undulation height. Both parameters are closely
related to the shear strength of rock joints and reflect well
the anisotropic property of the joint roughness. Furthermore,
these two 2D roughness parameters are easily to be understood
and obtained.

(2) A new nonlinear regression equation for estimating 2D joint
roughness coefficient was proposed. The nonlinear regression
equation was established by analysing 102 rock joint profiles
at a sampling interval of 0.5 mm. It was verified that the
proposed equation could give accurate JRC estimation values
of the 10 standard profiles of rock joints. Considering the
sampling interval effect of joint roughness, another nonlinear
regression equation that could be applied to estimate the
JRC values of joint profiles at 1.0 mm sampling interval
was provided.

(3) The new proposed nonlinear regression equation is suitable for
the JRC estimation of rock joints with real 3D joint surfaces
and triangular asperities. The estimated values of the peak
shear strength acquired by using the BartonModel 1 and other
models are analysed in comparison with the corresponding
experimental values for 73 rock joints. According to the
comparative analysis results, the average estimation error of
the Barton Model 1 is smaller than that of the other models,
which indicates that the proposed equation is quite accurate
for estimating the JRC of rock joints.
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